Open Storage, Air Freight/Traffic Management, Surface Freight. FAC: 4521

CATCODE: 452258
OPR: AF/A4LE
OCR: N/A

1.1. Description. This facility supports and normally adjoins the Air Freight Terminal (CATCODE 141782) and the Traffic Management Facility (CATCODE 610142). It consists of a fenced, paved, and lighted storage yard and provides space for material and handling and moving equipment that can withstand the elements. It also provides space for similar requirements generated by Defense Courier Stations collocated with terminals (see criteria under Post Office, CATCODE 730443).

1.2. Requirements Determination. The required size of the Covered Facilities (CATCODEs 141782 and 610142) and yards are determined on an individual basis. Normally, activities need yard space equal to about 40 percent of their covered storage space. However, the requirement can vary considerably, dependent on mission, assignment, and climatic conditions.

1.3. Scope Determination. See paragraph 1.2.

1.4. Dimensions. See paragraph 1.2.

1.5. Design Considerations. Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance.